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COIFLARSIBBE zBQXA-YHAVINGFINTERDOCKING- i 
. ENDaiWALLSi 

LiwrensietGfT?qkétti Kansas-Chickens» and" 
Clark f0. fllécinf'Kansas City, "Moi; assignors" to’ ' 
(liioole?l’ipelfBor?iimpany, North Kansas City, V 
Mei; a-corporatio’m of ,Missouri “Y 

This"invention;rdates;ito‘ibcxeiiianifparticui 
laily-‘to- ' those? made: from‘? cardb‘qard fan "' 
?éidiilei material?" théi “primary Tobi ‘W? ‘i .@ 
pro fidef afbox that‘isjreadily‘assenrble frbrniani i 
initiallrf?atfrlems v “(1121,11 he""'en,dfwalfl? , ?re'qf? ' 
helld’ll?‘pla'ce ‘bvhiterld’cking aplui‘alitv ofif?apsf 
fOrming-"SuQhf-end ,‘wva'l-ls“: ‘ ' ’ ' ' 

The 'collapsibl‘ei-box' fo'rnfmsg'the?snbjectmate" ' 
terY-“hereoF-"has ‘been- particularly j'de‘si'gned' ifor“ 

more sp'ecifidall-vias a *container" for bananas: ‘ 
Itiis theusuahpresent practiceforwholesalers“ 

to-deliver- bananas‘in~openi1top§rigidrjboxes’that‘ ‘ 
are retainedvbyv the retailer and“ held’ for" pick‘ ‘" 

asisuch strong- boxese are-expensive ‘to i'm'amitacw» 
ture .=1-and->-~therefere,~valuable1¢toethe -=wholesalei-»; ’" 
such‘épickiup operation ‘is necessary and in’lorde'r‘~’~ 
to =assure- re-delivery, \lthe ixvholesalen @usua1lyi*~re->= 

quires- a ‘Jdeposititoubei.madeiibywthe?:retaile Accordingly, it is the mostw-importanta'éobject?-1' 

of sthezlpresentlinvention to'iiprovidel amin‘expenel 
sive;zsop.em;to.pr-rbox-vlthatimayobeiusedr-aszazlinenr 
forz-ztheapresently :usedirigidt’coxesaand: while Zlth‘ 
boxgof» theilprgesent; inventiom maynbei easilyrgre; 
turned to. the wholesaler; nondepositiwilicbe neceu' 
essar'yJbecausei destruotion-gthereofsmvilh notgrreep 
suit in a substantial loss to the wholesalenr. 
Another ‘important;- object, of “the epneSBnt-ein-i" 

v’ention is the-provision of ' a >box>.:having ia-tpairxmov 
of gendr-walls formed byv integral ‘?aps onathmbut- ‘ ‘ 
tomga-and side ;.-walls of the‘ box idisp'orsedxinrove 
lapping.» relationship ; and provided 1;with-~~.inter;-'; 
locking-{means i capable -of=. holdingj >' the ,-:?apsj to; 
getherl. 35 ‘ 

Another object-0f the; pnesent._-inventionz ;is .to‘ 
providea box‘ of :the abovegmentioned;:characterm 
wherein certain of the ?aps forming :thegendm 
walls oft-the‘ box are provided/with registering‘ 
opening 7 for vreceiving. a tab that-is wform‘edwto‘i-no ~' 
permit limited; ; relative ~ sliding I =movement 1 bee: 
tweenv'the ~?aps,~-whereby the. side ‘walls ofuthen, 
box-assume the contour of’ the :rigidgcontainensz' 
within ‘which’ ‘it is to berrused; 
Other objects :of ‘ the, present .inventionaxrelateur45 

to 'the ' way. in‘ which Lani. interlocking: .means: is 1;; 
provided for the‘. end ; walls .of ‘a ,boxzztogatzthe: 
same time; present hand openings; thermannerlic. 
in - which the. >‘interlockingt- ‘tab ‘is; formedsfwithl: 1 
converging. edges: to presenta ‘wedging': action ;:;' L50 ' 
andzthercmanner‘ ‘of, stampingsrthe. aforesaid.~_.tab-. 
frcmu-one of the?apsx-of the end walls'ihaving'w 
a dimension that : will: prevent separation‘ of 1 all-: 
of 513119 v:?aps 70f .thelen'dv .-Wal1s.;:' - 

Othe'nzobjectsvwillilbe made‘i ‘clean-01‘ <1beco'mex5 

apparent ,as. the following speci?cation progres 
ses, reference being had ‘to the accompanying . 
drawing, wherein: . 

Fi“g.';'1 isa top perspective view of a collapsible 
box. havinginterlocking end walls made in ao-' 
cordance with‘our present invention. 

lf‘ig:T 2 lisla ,_.perspective.--.view cslioivingqthe/ box 
in‘la part1‘ '“assembled{Tconditionll ' 

Fig: "3, his a longitudinal; " cross-sectional @‘vie'i'v 1 

Fig.1; 4 ‘is?’ a.‘ transverse, i cross-sectional "view \ 

In Figxsgtheretis shown'fan'iinitially‘?at blank ' 

isfa planxview 'of-‘thé blank ‘from which" 

l?ijf'rniad'e 'fronij‘cardbtiardfon' the like; having a‘ 
pair ' "of I‘ "space‘df-j’apart; i longitudinal ‘ parallel lines ' 
of"bend fl 2 f'andff' l 45 f'and' ;‘afpair?of "spaced apart 
parallel‘transversejlines ofjfold'd 6? and I81" 

The-linesj-of; bond 1 2. ‘and I 4‘ “are intersected’ by 
thelinesjo'fffold‘jl ii‘and'i 8"to“pres‘ent a rectangul 7' 
lan'bottomjwali"ZB‘Z'andf fa pair " of‘ side, walls" 2'2 

In both ‘ends? 25“‘andf2 agape-nap 32“v is “sepa; 
rate? ' 

36"‘an 
and‘ialigéned,with‘the§lineofijbend 12: similarlyi" 

tiniiations‘of th‘e'lineof" bend l4. -' The two'?ap's 

2 6 and: respectively,‘ arereacwprovided witir'a 
trapezoidal" "0peninig"""‘49“fof identical ‘size "and 

Allf‘of' the "openings-'40 "have "a pair'of edges-"42 ‘and 6441;‘ “all lot which‘_ are *sub 
" 

stantiall§“.paral1el withftne' longitudinal “edges? 
of the; blank a: [ligand with ‘the two"'lines'of'bend" 

their corresponding rslit's“~“~‘ L2 “android, ias" wellir'as 
:3 6 ifa'nd )38 j're'spectivelyi 

Theopenings ‘4t? are‘also ‘provided with :a pair' ' 

shorteri-lorEitddinal""edger?iiis lapproaohede ‘ ‘ 

Itiis "to-"beinoted‘that the‘ “openings” 4i0"-formed.“v 
v 

44 ‘havetliéir- longer ‘longitn-dinal ied'g'esl next‘ad-"i 
Jacent I the“; respective‘- ‘slit ‘3 8 5 i‘ 
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formed in each of the flaps 32 of end walls 26 
and 28 respectively. The parallel, longitudinal 
edges of openings 59 however, are parallel with 
the lines of fold it and I8 and, therefore, per 
pendicular to the longitudinal edges 42 and 44 of 
the openings 48. When the openings 59 are 
stamped in the ?aps, the box material that is 
stamped therefrom is not entirely removed and 
accordingly, not severed along the shorter, longi 
tudinal edge presenting a ?ap 521. 
The two ?aps 52 are identical and are accord 

ingly provided with a longitudinal edge 54, a line 
of bend 56 in opposed relationship to the edge 54 
and parallel thereto, and a pair of end edges 58 
and 60. , 
The edge 54 of the tab 52 is next adjacent the 

respective line of fold H5 or 18 as the case may 
be, and is appreciably longer than the line of 
fold 5E. The two edges 58 and 3B converge as the 
line of bend 56 is approached. For reasons that 
will hereinafter appear, the distance between the 
edge 54 and the line of bend 56 of tabs 52, is 
greater than the distance between the longitudi 
nal edges 42 and 44 of the openings 45, but, the 
angularity of the edges 58 and 63 of tabs 52, is 
substantially the same as the angularity of the 
edges 45 and 48 of openings 40. 
When the blank [0, shown in Fig. 5, is bent 

and formed into a completely assembled box 62, 
as illustrated in Fig. l of the drawings, the two 
side walls 22 and 24 are bent upwardly with re 
spect to the bottom wall 20 on the lines of bend 
l2 and 14. The flaps 30 and the ?aps 34, integral 
with side walls 22 and 24 respectively, are there 
upon bent inwardly on lines of fold l6 and I8 as 
the case may be, with the flaps 30 and 34 of end 
wall 26 relatively overlapped and. the flaps 30 and 
34 of end wall 23 also in overlapped condition as 
clearly illustrated in Fig. 2 of the drawings. 
The two ?aps 32 integral with bottom wall 20 

are thereupon bent upwardly upon lines of fold 
l6 and 18, as the case may be, and disposed in 
overlapping relationship with the proximal flap 
30 or 34. When the side walls 221 and 24 are rela 
tively parallel, and perpendicular to the bottom 
wall 20, and when the ?aps 30 and 34 of each 
of the end walls 26 and 28 are in overlapped face 
to face relationship, the openings 40 thereof will 
be in registering alignment. 
The inwardly bent tabs 52 are thereupon ex 

tended through the aligned openings 48 and the 
box 62 is permitted to assume the position shown 
in Fig. 1. The two side walls 22 and 24 will spread 
outwardly and converge as the bottom 20 is ap 
proached, but such outward spreading movement 
of the side walls 22 and 24, will be limited by 
the tabs 52 within the corresponding registering 
openings 40 in ?aps 30 and 34 as the case may be. 

It is seen that the three ?aps 30, 32 and 34 
of each of the end walls 26 and 28, will be effec 
tively interlocked and because of the particular 
shape of the tabs 52, as well as the openings 40, 
the wedging action will take place. In other 
words, as shown in Fig. 4, one of the inclined 
edges 58 or 60 of the tabs 52, will tend to force 
the innermost ?ap 30 or 34 against the proximal 
face of the next adjacent ?ap 30 or 34 will also 
force the centermost of the three ?aps of the end 
walls 26 or 28, against the innermost face of 
the ?ap 32. The greater the tendency of the 
side walls 22 and 24 to swing outwardly on their 
lines of bend l2 or 14, the greater will be the bind 
ing action caused by the tabs 52 in forcing the 
three ?aps 30, 32 and 34 tightly together. Be 
cause of the inclined edges 46 and 48 of the open 
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ings 40, the tabs 52 will assume a position ad 
jacent the longer longitudinal edge 44 of the open 
ings 40 in the manner illustrated in Fig. 4. Mere 
ly extending the tabs 52 through the aligned open 
ings 48, as illustrated at the left in Fig. 3, is sul? 
cient to hold the three ?aps 30, 32 and 34 of the 
end walls 25 and 28 in the interlocked position. 
However, the openings 40 in the end walls, to 
gether with the openings 50, all of which will be 
in alignment, serve as a hand opening to permit 
carrying of the box 62. When the operator ex 
tends his hand inwardly through such aligned 
openings, he will most naturally cause the flap 
52 to be bent upwardly as illustrated at the right 
end of the box as shown in Fig. 3. 
Thus, the tabs 52 are formed into a loop with 

the flaps 30 and 34 disposed within the loops 
and between ?ap 52 and ?ap 32. The contents of 
box 62 will further serve in holding the tabs 52 
in such looped condition. 

It is seen from the foregoing that a collapsible 
box has been described that will readily assume 
the contour of the rigid container within which 
box 62 is to be disposed. Since it is desirable 
in packing fruits, particularly bananas, that the 
side walls of the box incline upwardly as the up 
permost edges thereof are approached, the liner 
hereof will ful?ll such need. When the liner is to 
be returned to the wholesaler, it is a simple mat 
ter to remove the tabs 52 from the aligned open 
ings 40 and to return the entire box 62 to the ?at 
condition as illustrated in Fig. 5 of the drawings, 
for ease of handling and simpli?cation of storage. 
While, as above set forth, it is contemplated that 
the box forming the subject matter hereof, be 
used for handling bananas, and further that the 
same be used as a liner for another more rigid 
container, it is apparent that this box might well 
be used to contain other products and that the 
same may be utilized without the need of an out 
ermost rigid container. 

Furthermore, while the box 62 has been illus 
trated as having an open top, and a closed bottom 
wall 23, it is apparent that the same may be 
changed to include a top wall either integral with 
one or more of the side walls 22 or 24, or that 
the top be closed by a separate lid as is well known 
in this art. 

It is apparent therefore, that many changes 
and modi?cations may be made in the box here 
in described without varying from the novel 
interlocking end wall construction that forms the 
subject matter hereof. It is desired therefore, 
to be limited only by the spirit of this invention 
as de?ned by the scope of the appended claims. 
Having thus described the invention, what is 

claimed as new and desired to be secured by Let 
ters Patent is: 

1. In a box, a bottom wall; a pair of opposed 
side walls; and a pair of opposed end walls, each 
including a pair of overlapping inner flaps and 
an outer flap overlapping the inner ?aps, there 
being a hinge connection for each side wall re 
spectively joining the same integrally with the 
bottom wall, a hinge connection for each inner 
flap respectively joining the same integrally with 
a corresponding side wall, and a hinge connection 
for each outer ?ap respectively joining the same 
integrally with the bottom wall, each flap hav 
ing a trapezoidal opening, each flap opening hav 
ing a lowermost linear edge, a shorter uppermost 
linear edge, and a pair of linear side edges con 
verging toward the uppermost edge, said edges 
forming the openings of the flaps, each of the 
outer flaps being provided with a trapezoidal tab 
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having a lowermost linear edge, a shorter upper 
most linear edge, and a pair of linear side edges 
converging toward the uppermost edge of the 
tab, the uppermost edge of each tab being com 
mon to the uppermost edge of the opening of its 
outer ?ap and constituting a hinge connection 
integrally joining the tab with its outer ?ap, the 
tabs extending through the openings of the inner 
flaps and having their converging edges engaging 
the converging edges of the inner ?aps whereby, 
as the side Walls swing apart relative to the bot 
tom wall, the inner ?aps will be drawn tightly 
against their correspondingouter flaps. 

2. In a box, a bottom Wall; a pair of opposed 
side walls; and a pair of opposed end walls, each 
including a pair of overlapping side wall flaps 
and a bottom wall ?ap overlapping the side wall 
flaps, there being a hinge connection for each 
side wall respectively joining the same integrally 
with the bottom wall, a hinge connection for 
each side wall ?ap respectively joining the same 
integrally with a corresponding side wall, and a 
hinge connection for each bottom wall ?ap re 
spectively joining the same integrally with the 
bottom wall, each ?ap having a trapezoidal open 
ing, each ?ap opening having a lowermost linear 
edge, a shorter uppermost linear edge, and a 
pair of linear side edges converging toward the 
uppermost edge, said edges forming the open 
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6 
ings of the flaps, one of the ?aps of each end 
wall being provided with a trapezoidal tab hav 
ing a lowermost linear edge, a shorter uppermost 
linear edge, and a pair of linear side edges con 
verging toward the uppermost edge of the tab, 
‘the uppermost edge of each tab being common to 
the uppermost edge of the opening of its flap and 
constituting a hinge connection integrally join 
ing the tab with its ?ap, the tabs extending 
through the openings of proximal flaps and hav 
ing their converging edges engaging the converg 
ing edges of the last-mentioned openings where 
by, as the side walls swing apart relative to the 
bottom wall, the side wall ?aps will be drawn 
tightly against their corresponding bottom wall 
?aps. 

LAWRENCE G. TRICKE'I‘T, J R. 
CLARK O. DEEM. 
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